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Abstract—Video based telehealth is emerging as an important technology for effective and efficient collaboration between providers and patients. The advantages of receiving care at source not only account for convenience and cost effectiveness but also enable faster access to care. It brings access, experience and efficiencies in the care process. While there are multiple models of telehealth, in this work, we will focus on an on demand telehealth appointment between a provider and a patient. Given that the patient might not have a previous care relationship with the provider, it is extremely important to ensure that the patient is assured that the provider that he is communicating with is verified by a trusted third-party verification service. Today, basic methods such as authentication and authorization are used to verify the identity of the provider at entry. In this work, we take this model further by proposing a real-time in-session provider identity verification service. This leverages video stream analytics and computer vision models to validate the person involved in the session by a third-party verification service. We propose an architecture and method for enabling such a service, which will enhance the trust model – a critical factor in the adoption of on-demand telehealth.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The healthcare industry has been attempting to find new models of care delivery as a response to the escalating cost of care, shortage of medical professionals, increased number of patients with chronic diseases and inefficiencies in the current system. Telehealth is emerging as one of the innovations in healthcare industry to address the challenges of access, experience and efficiencies. Video based telehealth attempts to provide care to patients without having to travel to the hospital. Providers and patients interact with each other through video and providers provide remote consultations. Multiple models of telehealth have evolved. Few of them include the traditional models of the established primary care physician for the patient providing care over video, models where the patient can select an available provider from a list of providers and models where the patient calls into a common service and the system assigns an available provider. These methods provide increased access, convenience and cost-effectiveness for patients and hospitals. At the same time, some of these models introduce new trust and privacy challenges and hence systems must be in place to assure the patient that he is communicating with a verified provider. Today, basic authentication and authorization methods are used to ensure providers are validated by the system at login time. In this work, we will focus only on the third model, where a patient calls into a common service and the system assigns a provider for the consultation and we will propose a real-time in session provider identity verification service to address the trust and privacy concerns in such a model.

The contribution of this paper is to propose an additional level of trust verification using real-time video parameters to ensure secure on-demand telehealth. We provide a high level architecture of such a real-time trust verification service that will provide an added level of trust verification and is built in conjunction with the existing trust mechanisms.

The layout of the paper is as follows: In section 2, we will review the different models of telehealth and how video is used in telehealth. In section 3, we will review the concept of on-demand telehealth appointments. In section 4, we will look at the state of art verification models used in telehealth. In section 5, we will introduce the concept and architecture of the automated trust verification service in telehealth.

II. VIDEO IN TELEHEALTH

Telehealth [1] is defined as the use of technology to enable remote consultation between a provider and a patient that are geographically distant from each other. Video in an important element in telehealth and enables the interactive collaboration between the patients and the providers. Based on factors such as use cases, resolution, physical form factors, and capabilities, multiple types of videos are leveraged in telehealth. Today, with the wide adoption of mobile devices and applications, patients have the ability to access care using video from anywhere.

Based on the interaction between the providers and the patients, telehealth can be broadly classified into two categories.

Real-time Synchronous Telehealth: In this model, the patient and providers interact with each other in real time. This is primarily used in primary and specialty care consultations where the provider requires interaction with the patients to enable effective consultations.
In this work, we will focus on the model where the system selects a provider for the patient (indicated by the shaded area in Fig. 1 above), understand the trust issues and propose an architecture that will address the trust issues.

IV. STATE OF THE ART VERIFICATION

One of the challenges with the on-demand provider based telehealth service models is that the patient does not have a pre-established relationship with the care provider. Other case where a pre-established relationship may not exist is when a patient is referred to a specialist or a primary care physician brings in a specialist into an ongoing video session for consultation.

Today, systems rely on Authentication, Authorization and Accounting (AAA) controls to guarantee trust for a patient. Typically, systems authenticate care providers at login time using multi-factor authentication mechanisms like using basic credentials along with dynamically generated pins. [4]

However such schemes have certain drawbacks in certain scenarios such as the following:

- If the appointment details of a video session are compromised, then there can be no guarantee that the patient is seeing the provider that they expect to see and hence trust cannot be guaranteed for the patient.
- If another person joins the video session while it is in progress, there is no way to guarantee trust for the patient in that situation since authentication is done only at login or session initiation time and only for the provider initiating the session. For example, if a nurse walks into a room where a patient-provider video session is underway, there is no mechanism to verify if the nurse is authorized to be present. In such situations enterprises rely on other modes of compliance and policy controls such as allowing only authorized staff access to resources or training the staff appropriately. There is no runtime trust enforcement in such situations.
- If a care provider such as a specialist is brought in into a consultation video session on a ad hoc basis, it is generally via a simple dial out to the specialist’s video device and there is no trust validation for the specialist to guarantee if the specialist is who they say he is.
- If the provider’s credentials are compromised without their knowledge then there can be no guarantee that the patient is seeing the provider that they expect to see.

V. AUTOMATED TRUST VERIFICATION SERVICE (ATVS) ARCHITECTURE FOR TELEHEALTH

The primary goal of the proposed automated trust verification service in a telehealth video session is to provide assurance to the patient that the provider that they are communicating with has been verified by a trusted third party service. This enables the patient to share sensitive private health information with the provider to assist in the consultation. In addition, as additional care providers enter the
consultation room or the session at the far end, the system continues to keep track of them and verifies that all the people in the communication channel are trusted.

In typical telehealth architectures, the Call Control Unit, the Media Control Unit, the Media Processing Unit (used only for multipoint video), the Firewall Traversal Agent and the various video endpoints form the standard building blocks of a unified video communications infrastructure.

A. Architecture

The Automated Trust Verification System is an overlay on top of the unified video communications infrastructure.
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The various architectural components of the ATVS shown in Fig. 2 and their functions are:

Trust Verification Service (TVS) – frontend of the system: Receives requests from the consumers of the service and is responsible for notifying the trust state of the video session and any changes to it to the appropriate entities in the session, namely the patients.

Trust Verification Engine (TVE) – ‘brain’ of the system: Responsible for evaluating and making decisions about the trust state of a video session using the available trust information, its algorithms and decision support systems.

Identity Analytics Engine (IAE): Responsible for verifying the identities of various entities involved a video session using the identity information available to it and techniques like analytical pattern matching.

Video Analytics Engine (VAE): Responsible for runtime analysis of the sampled image frames captured during the video session and retriggering trust verification if required.

Identity Store (IS): Database of all the care provider user identities along with the information needed for their identity verification like biometrics information and images.

Image Frame Store (IFS): Digital image database for the sampled video images captured during the video session.

Audit Store (AS): Journal of transactions handled by the trust verification system and is used for tracking, audit and reporting purposes.

Trust Verification Agent (TVA): Enterprise on-premise entity that is responsible for initiating and maintaining trust verifications and mediating the trust states between the entities involved in the video session.

B. Operational Flow

The operational flow of trust verification process is made up of two parts – 1) the onboarding of a care provider before they can be associated with a trust state and 2) trust verification and trust state establishment during a video session with a patient.

During onboarding, which is an offline process, a care provider (or an enterprise on their behalf) provides their trust identifiers to the TVS provider. The trust identifiers can be biometric [5] identifiers like facial, iris, and thermal scans as well as behaviometrics [6] identifiers like voice scans. Some of these identifiers are used during initial trust verification and some are for ongoing trust verification while the video session is in progress. The identifiers that need to be provided to establish an identity depend on which biometric and behaviometrics scanners and readers are available to the provider and can be verified during a video session. The TVS provider then verifies the identity of the provider independently and uploads the identity to the IS. The TVS uses multi-factor authentication when verifying identities.

Trust verification during a video session consists of two parts – 1) initial trust verification just before entering a video session and 2) ongoing trust verification during a video session.

Just before entering a video session requested by a patient, the video endpoint requests the care provider to provide their trust identifiers which it sends to the TVA. The TVA collects these identifiers and orchestrates the trust verification by forwarding the identifiers and the image captures from the video endpoint to the TVS. The TVS invokes the TVE which validates the care provider by running the IAE and the VAE against the identifiers of the care provider in the IS and the IFS. If multiple care providers join the video session from the same video endpoint, the VAE detects the condition using its face
detection algorithms and triggers the verification procedures in the TVE to be carried out for all the care providers joining the session. [7]

Once the video session is established, the TVA captures the image frames from the video session periodically on an ongoing basis and sends them to the TVE for running through the VAE to ensure that the care providers in the video session can continue to be trusted. If the VAE detects, using its face detection algorithms, that a new participant has entered the video session, (for example, a nurse enters the room while the video session is underway), it triggers the TVE to validate the identity of the new participant. [8]

C. Trust State Transitions

The trust state transitions for a single patient-provider video session are depicted in the figure below.
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Figure 3. Trust State Transitions

A trust state machine begins in the Untrusted state with the patient waiting for the provider to join the video session.

As the provider is joining the session and their identifiers are being verified, the trust state transitions to the Transient Verifying state (Visual indication on patient’s screen: spinner).

Once the provider’s identity is verified, the trust state transitions to the Trusted state indicating that all the providers in the video session are who they say they are (Visual indication on patient’s screen: locked padlock).

If the system detects new entrants into the session, the trust state transitions back to the Transient Verifying state.

Once the identities of the new entrants are verified the trust state transitions to the Enhanced Trusted state (Visual indication on patient’s screen: double locked padlock).

If at any time the system is unable to verify the identity of the providers, the trust state transitions back to the Untrusted state indicating that one or more providers in the session could not be verified (Visual indication on patient’s screen: unlocked padlock).

D. Differences From Traditional Approaches

This trust verification architecture creates a trust model using concepts of the Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) such as 3rd party validation and trust. It builds on top of that model by incorporating concepts like face recognition and real-time video analytics to guarantee trust for the patient in a video session. It differs from the PKI in ways wherein the system becomes an integral part of the video communication infrastructure and inserts itself into the path of the media.

Compared with traditional approaches, it makes validating trust a continuous and ongoing process throughout the video session rather than something done only at initiation time. It also introduces dynamic and adaptive elements wherein changes to ongoing sessions are detected and trust states are reevaluated and trust is guaranteed for a patient at every instant during a telehealth session.

CONCLUSION

Establishing trust is extremely critical in delivery of care via telehealth. Current systems do basic validation but fall short in new models of services such as dynamic on-demand access to care. Our proposed model takes the validation further and provides an enhanced trust model leveraging in-session real-time video real-time analytics. The key benefits of this approach are improved patient satisfaction, increased trust on behalf of the patients and enhanced compliance.
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